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Summary
The diagram below is a summary of your desire and drive scores. Development is calculated as a product of your desire and drive scores.
These are not fixed for life and with the help of our coaches, your summary diagram will improve and the area of your graph will increase over
time. You will see a comparison if you take the diagnostic again after some months. We believe in working with client strengths and therefore
your top three strengths in each area of desire and drive are shown beneath the summary diagram.

Desire Category Ranking
1. Belief Of Fulfillment
2. Emotionality
3. Belief Quotient
4. Realization Of Goals
5. Sense Of Need
6. Athletic Strategy
7. Vision
8. Ambition

Drive Category Ranking
1. Self Regulation
2. Motivation
3. Goals/Purpose
4. Self-Esteem
5. Competitiveness
6. Stress Management

Desire Relative Strengths

Belief Of Fulfillment
Your belief of fulfillment score is a relative strength for you. Your day to day discipline is an asset you can use to reach for larger
goals. Your strength lies in your ability to prioritize physical conditioning in your life. Because you are able to commit to exercise
as part of your lifestyle you have the structure in your life to accomplish great things.

Emotionality
Your emotionality score is a relative strength for you. It is great to see that you have a healthy emotional relationship to exercise.
You like to go with the flow and this flexibility is a powerful approach in life. Try to experiment with other forms of exercise. You
have your health and exercise habits in balance so you should be open to new avenues for physical accomplishment. Your
mental relationship with exercise is a strength for you and will lead to high levels of enjoyment when you engage in physical
activity.

Desire Development Areas

Ambition
Your ambition score is a relative development strength for you. While you might not enjoy the prospect of entering major
competitions, it is still going to be important for you to find a motivating factor in your approach to exercise. While it is indicated in
your results that you are not competitive, studies have shown that finding a training partner is helpful when it comes to motivating
people to exercise. This is known as the Kohler effect. Choose a training partner or coach who you have a good relationship with.
It is important that when you exercise that you are productive. Therefore, pick a person who you know will be supportive and get
started on your journey!

Athletic Strategy
Your athletic strategy score is a development strength for you. The first thing you need to accomplish is to set some athletic goals
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for yourself. Once these are established, you will have focus for your journey. The steps of your journey can be established when
you seek out help from qualified coaches who understand mobility, exercise physiology and energy systems. When you go to the
gym, make it a habit to ask your coach why you are doing certain exercises. Ask your coaches - What does this help with? Why
does that work? When you take the attitude of being a lifelong learner you will grow as an athlete and a person. This will help you
with your efforts to be fitter, stronger, and more productive.

Drive Relative Strengths

Self Regulation
Your self regulation score is a personal strength for you. Use this strength to help you in your approach to your exercise regime or
your approach to nutrition and diet. This strength allows you to stay focussed on your strategies regardless of situation. You have
the ability to manage your emotions, motivation, and behavior without the need for outside help. This is a great strength to have
and will ultimately help you toward growth and progress in life.

Motivation
Your motivation score is a relative strength for you. This is a great strength to have because you are able to take on challenges
with relative ease. Be on the lookout for new avenues to use this skill. This might be improving your technique on a certain
strength exercise or trying new workout routines. This strength can only help your competitive advantage. In addition, you might
have the opportunity to inspire others along the way.

Drive Development Areas

Competitiveness
Your competitive score is a relative development strength for you. However, this category measures competitive drive and so
therefore is a relative measure. You might not be first in line at the New York Marathon, however, everyone enjoys making
personal progress. Take the time to write down where you want to be and have the confidence to measure your progress from
time to time.

Stress Management
Your stress management score is a relative development strength for you. It is important to have healthy mechanisms to handle
stress. This might involve practicing yoga, meditation or mindfulness. If you have a low stress management score consider what
avenues you can use to help manage your stress. This could be going for walks during stressful periods in life. It is important to
detach from life from time to time and take time for yourself. Ensure that you are getting adequate sleep and allow time for play.
This may take the form of dance classes, learning a new musical instrument or learning a new language. Ultimately, a consistent
exercise regime would do wonders for helping manage your stress.

Desire Scoring

Belief Of Fulfillment
This category measures a person's desire to stay 'on track' and successfully complete a personal training program. People who score well in
this category are able to discipline themselves and stay committed to a predetermined program over a long period of time.

Your Score: 6.3/10
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Your score in this category indicates that you are fairly good at keeping a regular exercise routine. You may have occasional lapses, but usually
you are able to get back on track.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

Your day to day discipline is an asset you can use to reach for larger goals. Your strength lies in your ability to prioritize physical conditioning in
your life. You have the ability to accomplish great things because you are able to commit to exercise as part of your lifestyle.

Athletic Strategy
This category measures a person's ability to set goals and plan strategy for achievement in physical fitness. This category also measures the
current knowledge that someone may have about how to plan a strategy for long-term physical conditioning goals.

Your Score: 5.6/10

Your score in this category indicates that you have a reasonably good plan for your fitness and conditioning goals. Though you may
occasionally lose your way, for the most part you are fairly patient and able to stay the course.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

You have a reasonably well-developed ability to stay the course regardless of what life may throw at you. This strength allows you figure out
what type of exercise would help you reach your goals. Write down some things that you feel might just be out of reach for you, either for
exercise or in life. You have the ability to plan your way to your personal goals and get to the performance levels you aspire to. In addition, your
strategic mindset allows you have the ability to make mid-course corrections to help you toward your goals when plateaus or challenges occur.

Ambition
This category measures a person's motivation to compete against themselves and other people. This measurement also shows how far a
person is prepared to go to gain better results and ultimately achieve more from an exercise program.

Your Score: 5/10

Your score indicates you are reasonably competitive. You sometimes challenge yourself and likely keep track of your personal bests. It might
not be a high priority to compete, but you are open to the idea and may seek out competitive events somewhat regularly.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

Use your competitive approach to exercise by setting competition goals on your calendar. Search for events that will push you out of your
comfort zone. It would be a good idea to write down your personal mission or vision statement. This can apply to exercise or life in general. The
statement can help answer the question 'Where do I want to be?' By accomplishing this task you can start to plan out an action plan for personal
fitness or for attaining life goals.

Vision
This category measures a person's ability to envision what it is like to be physically fit. People who have a high score in this category are usually
familiar with the change in lifestyle needed to maintain a conditioning program.

Your Score: 5.6/10

Your score in this category indicates that you have a good sense of what it feels like to be in shape. You have probably been in shape a few
times in your life. You may even have been involved with a fitness regime or have one at this time. You are fairly clear about what behaviors are
required for a healthy and active lifestyle.
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Strategies For Moving Forward:

You know where you want to be this can help with goal setting and planning. Whether you are in the best condition that you can imagine for
yourself or you know where you would like to be your vision can help guide your efforts. Use this strength by keeping your vision for where you
want to be front and center in your approach to fitness.

Suggested Exercises To Improve This Category

Meditation and Relaxation
Use this resource full of information to help you visualize where you want to be in life.

Download

Emotionality
This category measures a person's emotional response when involved in a physical fitness regime. A high score indicates a tendency towards
emotional confidence and self-management during the process of training.

Your Score: 6.3/10

Your score in this category indicates that you have a positive attitude and a reasonably high level of self-confidence when it comes to exercise.
You typically feel good after working out, and exercise is a satisfying experience for you.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

It is great to see that you have a healthy emotional relationship to exercise. You like to go with the flow and this flexibility is a powerful approach
in life. Try to experiment with other forms of exercise. You have your health and exercise habits in balance so you should be open to new
avenues for physical accomplishment. Your mental relationship with exercise is a strength for you and will lead to high levels of enjoyment when
you engage in physical activity.

Belief Quotient
This category measures a person's self-confidence and ability to stay the course regardless of challenges and setbacks. A person with a high
score in this category demonstrates a high level of perseverance and responds positively to setbacks when they occur.

Your Score: 6.3/10

Your score in this category indicates that you have a good ability to work towards achieving your goals. When you decide upon a course of
action, you are usually able follow through, even if you encounter some setbacks along the way.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

Your indicated level of perseverance and grit is an asset in your approach to life. Studies have shown that consistency of effort is one of the
most important factors to success in life. You clearly handle failure well and are able to get back in the saddle. Use this strength to accomplish
something huge in life. Your strength of will is a relative strength so it would be wise to remember this when the going is tough.

Suggested Exercises To Improve This Category

Negative to Positive Thinking
A worksheet to help you re-frame negative thoughts in a positive manner.

Download
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Realization Of Goals
This category measures a person's ability to set goals in everyday life. A high score shows that a person is able to set realistic goals and work
hard over a long period of time.

Your Score: 6.3/10

Your score in this category indicates that you have an average to good ability to set attainable goals and implement strategies for working
towards them, but you recognize there is some room for improvement in these areas.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

Use your ability to plan out goals and plan for the future to set target for conditioning. Keep a day-to-day training diary. Your ability to plan a
strategy is a strength so create your plan for moving forward today. Your goals might include areas such as spiritual, emotional health, stress
management, social, finances, career and family.

Suggested Exercises To Improve This Category

Goal Setting Worksheet
A worksheet to help you set goals for your life and fitness journey.

Download

Sense Of Need
This category measures a person's perceived need for a physical conditioning program. People who have a high score in this category do not
feel the need for a physical fitness program, either because they are already in shape or because they feel that a physical fitness program can
offer no improvement in their lifestyle.

Your Score: 6.3/10

Your score in this category indicates that you feel some need for a physical conditioning program, but establishing a program is not your highest
priority at this time. Though you might acknowledge that improving your fitness could have a positive impact on your life and relationships, you
think things are already going well overall.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

Chances are you are in a regular exercise program or you have developed healthy habits in life. It is good to have this as a strength as your
lifestyle will benefit from it. If you scored well in this category but do not exercise regularly, take some time to think about all the benefits that
would occur if you were involved in a regular conditioning regime.

Drive Scoring
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Motivation
This category measures a person's ability to self-motivate when undertaking a physical conditioning program. A person with a high score is
accustomed to working hard in the gym once training begins.

Your Score: 5.5/10

Your score in this category indicates that you have reasonably good motivation when it comes to physical conditioning.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

Your indicated level of motivation is a good asset for you. This is a great strength to have because you are able to take on challenges with
relative ease. Be on the lookout for new avenues to use this skill. This might be improving your technique on a certain strength exercise or trying
new workout routines. This strength can only help your competitive advantage. In addition, you might have the opportunity to inspire others
along the way.

Suggested Exercises To Improve This Category

Keywords
Use this worksheet to help you with your motivation in the gym.

Download

Goals/Purpose
This category measures a person's ability to be diligent when exercising and completing workouts. A high score in this category indicates that a
person would follow workout plans closely once a workout strategy has been developed.

Your Score: 5.5/10

Your score in this category indicates that you often have a plan when you workout. You usually complete workouts even if every workout is not
always your best effort.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

Use your strength in this category to help assess your strengths and weaknesses in your approach to your personal conditioning. You have a
relative strength that allows you to maintain a high level of discipline in the gym. This strength can be used to inspire others into action and you
can act in a leadership role by helping others reach their goals.

Suggested Exercises To Improve This Category
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Identifying Distractions
Use this worksheet to help you identify what might be distracting you from achieving your goals.

Download

Self Regulation
This category measures the ability of a person to self regulate in life. A high score indicates a person who is able to manage to stay on a diet or
course of action. You have a set of rules that you live by. If you score very high in this area you are able to maintain a high degree of discipline
be that in your approach to your diet, exercise or general life strategy.

Your Score: 7/10

Your score in this category indicates that you are reasonably successful when it comes to self regulations and temperance.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

Use this strength to help you in your approach to your exercise regime or your approach to nutrition and diet. This strength allows you to stay
focussed on your strategies regardless of situation. You have the ability to manage your emotions, motivation, and behavior without the need for
outside help. This is a great strength to have and will ultimately help you toward growth and progress in life.

Competitiveness
This category measures a person's drive to be athletically competitive. It also measures a person's tendency to push towards improving his or
her personal level of ability. People may score lower on this section if they are unaccustomed to competition or if they are more comfortable
training at their own pace. This is a relative measure; high or low scores only denote different approaches to physical conditioning.

Your Score: 5/10

Your score in this category indicates that you sometimes participate in competitive events. You view being competitive as a means to an end.
Generally, while you enjoy the competition, it's more about the experience and personal growth than the result.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

Your need for feedback and to measure personal progress is very helpful in your approach to life. You can get the most from this strength by
talking to coaches who can evaluate your progress in the gym. Your desire to learn and become a better you will help you to higher levels of
achievement and growth. You need to be careful with this as strength so that you do not get trapped in win/lose thinking if you do not achieve
the level you were hoping for at a given stage. This strength can be a real asset to you, but use it wisely and be aware at all times how you are
psychologically framing experiences.

Suggested Exercises To Improve This Category

Pre Competition Planner
Use this resource to plan out your strategy in preparation for a competitive event.

Download

Stress Management
This category measures a person's ability to release stress through exercise. A high score in this area indicates a person's increased ability to
cope with stress because of good levels of physical conditioning.

Your Score: 5/10
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Your score in this category indicates that you exercise fairly regularly to help with stress management. You usually feel good after a workout and
that helps with life to some degree.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

This is an excellent skill to have because it allows you to navigate the ups and downs of life. You have a good ability to manage your stress
through either exercise or good dietary habits. Use this strength to help you manage the various aspects of your life be that family, career,
finances or relationships to name a few. You also have the ability to adapt to change in life and be the steady hand while others may be losing
their heads.

Suggested Exercises To Improve This Category

Stressors
This worksheet will help you identify your stressors and help you figure out strategies to manage them.

Download

Self-Esteem
This category measures a person's self-esteem and overall level of confidence. A high score in this area demonstrates a high level of
confidence, which suggests a person who is healthy both physically and psychologically.

Your Score: 5.5/10

Your score in this category indicates that you have a relatively high amount of self-esteem. There may be some things that you would like to
improve about yourself and recognize that a more structured exercise and nutritional plan would help.

Strategies For Moving Forward:

This is a great relative strength to have because it comes with a good level of self confidence. Use this self confidence to help others that you
have relationships with. You have a good awareness of your skills and you are also aware of your flaws. Use your relative strength to express
your ideas and opinions to others. Your relative strength means that you respect yourself and this means that you are ultimately more resilient in
your approach to life.

Suggested Exercises To Improve This Category

Acknowledging Achievement
Use this worksheet to list all of the things you have achieved and can be proud of.

Download
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